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Foreword
While current operations have brought new emphasis to Stability, Security, Transition and
Reconstruction (SSTR) operations, missions focused on these operations in their own right
have likely received less attention than they did before the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks
on the U.S. homeland—overpowered by immediate lessons and imperatives from Afghanistan
and Iraq.
Yet as Thomas P. M. Barnett makes clear in his books The Pentagon’s New Map and
Blueprint for Action, power projection for humanitarian purposes is a potent extension of a
time-honored military principle into the realm of grand strategy. To be effective, however, the
forces engaged in these missions cannot merely be assembled ad hoc from units designed,
equipped and trained for major combat.
This paper explores these issues, concluding that a force structure approach to this challenge
is called for and—drawing on the example of USSOCOM—recommending creation of an
independent joint command for SSTR.

GORDON R. SULLIVAN
General, United States Army Retired
President
September 2006
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SysAdmin:
Toward Barnett’s Stabilization
and Reconstruction Force
Introduction
Current operations have brought new emphasis to Stability, Security, Transition and
Reconstruction (SSTR) operations in U.S. military thought and doctrine, yet for obvious
reasons, this attention has tended to focus on the post-hostilities phase of a combat
operation. If anything, overpowered by the immediate lessons and imperatives from
Afghanistan and Iraq, conceptual examination of missions focused on SSTR operations
in their own right has received less attention from those actually engaged in the profession
of arms than it did before the 11 September 2001 terrorist attacks on the American
homeland.1
A conspicuous exception to this is Thomas P. M. Barnett’s distinction between
“Leviathan” (combat) and “SysAdmin” (SSTR) forces in his books The Pentagon’s New
Map2 and Blueprint for Action.3 Barnett’s discussion is especially salient because his is
among the most compelling strategic characterizations of the global conflict in which America
and her coalition partners are now engaged—making the prominent role he gives SSTR
operations (and his argument for forces dedicated to them) worth careful consideration.
Nevertheless, Barnett’s focus on grand strategy naturally leaves many details of the
road toward his SysAdmin force somewhat vague. What follows seeks to fill in some key
blanks, where Barnett leaves them, and to explore certain of his answers that might prove
problematic. In doing so, contemporary discussions of SSTR operations are examined
alongside selected older works that raised enduring issues before the war on terrorism
became the major focus. Conclusions are identified from this analysis, and a path forward
is suggested.
Background
Barnett is not the first to identify SSTR as a core strategic capability for the United
States in the years since the Cold War ended. In Seeking a National Strategy: A Concert
for Preserving Security and Promoting Freedom,4 the bipartisan U.S. Commission on
National Security/21st Century recommended a strategy incorporating five types of military
capabilities. The last of these, “humanitarian relief and constabulary capabilities,” was
perhaps the most controversial.
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The objections to formally defining these activities as part of the military mission were
not without merit. After studying the issue between 1994 and 1997, the House Committee
on National Security concluded,
The expanding demands of peacekeeping and humanitarian operations . . . are
placing at risk the decisive military edge that the nation enjoyed at the end of the
Cold War.5
This assertion was also echoed by military leaders: the same committee quoted Brigadier
General Robert Richard, then commander of the Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center,
as testifying that
The second breakpoint for combat training is . . . unavailability of units due to
commitments other than combat to train for combat. Warfighting is a perishable
skill.6
Equally significant was the claim by some experts that “even if the U.S. military
could sustain the increased tempo of operations, the forces are ill-suited for crisis relief.”7
This argument generally noted that
thousands of years of experience in countless bloody battles have taught the modern
army leader that a certain aggressiveness . . . is required just to survive. . . .
Unfortunately, this aggressive predisposition, so useful in combat, is counterproductive in a humanitarian crisis.8
This is, of course, a double-edged sword—especially in light of the issue preceding
it. If modern forces operate more frequently in SSTR operations than in traditional warfighting missions, the demands of those environments might reinforce those opposite
predispositions suited to humanitarian operations—and counterproductive in combat.9
In essence, both these criticisms reflected a similar underlying concern: a belief that the
use of military forces for SSTR degrades their ability to fight and win the nation’s wars.
Still, reflecting on the nature of current and recent U.S. military interventions, there
can be little doubt that most bear more resemblance to SSTR than to the traditional warfighting for which half a century of Cold War so thoroughly prepared American armed
forces. Particularly after the last large, conventional force to confront U.S. military power
head-to-head met decisive defeat on its own chosen battlefield—only to remain an enduring danger a decade later through weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and crimes
against humanity—most states (and an increasing variety of non-state actors) inclined
to challenge the rule of law are unlikely to do so in any recognizable force-on-force
scenario. Yet precisely because SSTR and warfighting exist at different points along
the same spectrum of conflict, it is all too easy for such operations to degenerate into
armed combat—and just as possible for armed combat to settle into peacekeeping—
making it virtually impossible to draw a clear line between what is and is not “a job for
the military.”
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The challenge, then, is to reconcile these apparently conflicting factors. How can the
United States shape its power projection to be decisive in the operations most critical in
the war on terrorism while retaining and honing the “sharp edge of the sword” that will be
decisive in the next conventional conflict, which history reminds us is lurking down the
road? Transformation efforts to date have largely represented “tinkering around the edges”
in efforts to mix and match existing forces to requirements for which they were not
designed. The lessons of America’s current operations suggest, however—as Barnett
notes—that a more productive answer might be found in transforming U.S. force structure to better align it with the distinctly separate missions—SSTR and warfighting—at
which the United States must excel if it is to achieve its national security objectives and
remain a global power.
Why SSTR?
Before addressing why a force structure solution might be appropriate, and what
forms it might take, it is important to articulate the national security interests that SSTR
operations—per se—can legitimately serve. The realization that such interests exist is
nothing new; in fact, the special operations community has a long history of viewing
humanitarian operations as an instrument for reducing the appeal of insurgencies,10 and
recorded use of such operations for strategic military purposes dates back to Napoleon
and even Alexander the Great.11
Barnett’s vision of power projection for humanitarian purposes as a strategic tool in
its own right—a more expansive goal than what the United States has attempted in Iraq
and Afghanistan—is merely an extension of this time-honored principle into the realm of
grand strategy. As the Cold War ended, President George H. W. Bush noted this in
calling for a “new world order”:
What we require now is a defense policy that adapts to the significant changes
we are witnessing—without neglecting the enduring realities that will continue
to shape our security strategy. A policy of peacetime engagement every bit as
constant and committed to the defense of our interests in today’s world as in
the time of conflict and Cold War.12
Today, this shift is made explicit in Department of Defense (DoD) Directive 3000.05,
Military Support for Stability, Security, Transition, and Reconstruction (SSTR)
Operations, released at the end of November 2005, which states in part that:
It is DoD policy that . . . [s]tability operations are a core U.S. military mission
that the Department of Defense shall be prepared to conduct and support.
They shall be given priority comparable to combat operations and be explicitly
addressed and integrated across all DoD activities including doctrine,
organizations, training, education, exercises, materiel, leadership, personnel,
facilities, and planning.13
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The message is clear: if humanitarian assistance rendered during armed conflict can
facilitate the accomplishment of strategic objectives by mitigating factors that encourage
continued popular resistance, it would seem reasonable to expect that preemptive
assistance rendered in the midst of conditions that often lead to armed conflict might kill
it at the root before it can blossom.14
This philosophy has great appeal, from the cost-effectiveness of “an ounce of
prevention” to the myriad U.S. interests throughout Barnett’s “Functioning Core” that
depend on peace and security. It should be obvious that the direct costs of a purely
stability or support operation (in dollars alone, to say nothing of blood) would be dwarfed
by those of even a small war—which Afghanistan and Iraq have demonstrated will ultimately require extensive SSTR efforts regardless. Even those costs are only part of the
picture: the indirect costs of a failure to act that led to wider conflict or greater loss of
life—costs to the American economy, to U.S. strategic leadership in the world and to
America’s moral legitimacy on the world stage—can be equally significant,15 as U.S. postSomalia hesitancy in Bosnia and Rwanda (and arguably now the Sudan) has shown.
A final category of U.S. interests served by SSTR begins as an outgrowth of the
global interests discussed above but has important implications for that most fundamental
of strategic imperatives—the defense of the homeland. At the lowest level, this involves
natural disaster management and relief operations, where forces are used to restore
essential services in the wake of environmental devastation on a scale that has knocked
out most indigenous capabilities and overwhelmed those that remain—for example, the
2004 Asian tsunami, or Hurricane Katrina in 2005. More complex levels exist when the
disaster is manmade—either the aftermath of “ethnic cleansing” such as that in the former
Yugoslavia or in Rwanda or the Sudan, or following an incident of “catastrophic terrorism”
employing WMD. Internationally, these types of efforts follow the same rationales used
above; domestically, they could be called upon—in a declared state of emergency—to
surge U.S. capacity to respond to the comparable incidents at home, when the logistical
capabilities or command and control structures of the civilian agencies normally responsible
for these missions might be overwhelmed or incapacitated.
Why a Force-Structure Solution?
After acknowledging SSTR as a strategic imperative—as the new DoD Directive
clearly does—America must identify the most appropriate way to develop and maintain
the associated capabilities. Up to now, planners and policymakers simply looked for a
“best fit.” They asked, “Where can we find large numbers of disciplined and well-trained
professionals with the logistical wherewithal to move critical supplies and rebuild essential
facilities and services, able to operate in environments lacking indigenous infrastructure,
and to defend themselves against those who stand to benefit from chaos?” And invariably,
the answer came back “Call the Pentagon!” Yet these arguments do not directly explain
why SSTR should be a military (i.e., DoD) mission—and Barnett essentially argues
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they should not, favoring instead the creation of a separate, peer-level agency outside the
Departments of Defense and State on the grounds that those organizations’ cultures predispose them to focus their priorities (and resources) on the extremes: war and peace,
respectively.16 In theory, the types of interventions described above could be conducted
by one or more civilian agencies, appropriately funded and equipped with an equivalent
logistical capability—some would even argue at a significantly lower cost.17 Furthermore,
the presence of the U.S. military in a country on the cusp between peacemaking and
peacekeeping may actually inhibit the parties from reaching terms “under the gun,” or
worse, may weaken their perceived need to keep honoring those terms once that gun is
removed.18
Unfortunately, these arguments overlook the fact that motion along the spectrum of
conflict is neither unidirectional nor predictable. The notion that the combat troops necessary to coerce opposing sides to the bargaining table should be replaced by nonmilitary
peace forces once they’re seated at it glosses over the opportunity—to tip the balance
back toward war—that such transitions offer those who would never have bargained of
their own accord. Perhaps more disturbing, having a civilian force—maybe lightly defended
by attached military units—to oversee humanitarian missions risks a bloodbath (like
that seen recently with United Nations relief workers in Africa) should that balance tip
back too far in that direction, too quickly.
As for cost, it seems unlikely that significant savings would result from building new
organizations that look like military combat support or combat service support units—
instead of simply using those units that already exist. This is especially true for a force
like that suggested by the Center for Defense Information (CDI)—which would get most
of its personnel and infrastructure from servicemembers, civil service employees and surplus bases dropped from the military rolls.19 It is also worth noting that the CDI proposal
drew its most explicit claims of cost savings from a comparison of annual costs per member between the armed services and the Coast Guard,20 a notoriously underfunded
organization whose primary missions do not involve transoceanic deployments, extended
supply lines,or long-term operations away from its home ports—all of which are, by
definition, required for the operations for which that force is proposed.
Barnett’s “pistol packin’ Peace Corps”21 faces the same obstacles to its realization
and effectiveness—obstacles including the fact that the joint culture and interoperable
command and control structure SSTR operations demand currently exist only within DoD—
where they required two decades of evolution under the transformative mandates of the
Goldwater-Nichols Act. Elsewhere across the federal government, “jointness” is far less
advanced: the State Department’s Office of the Coordinator for Reconstruction and
Stabilization (S/CRS)—likely the most ambitious and advanced effort to build a thoroughly
interoperable capability—exists in a barely embryonic form today22 and has drawn its
only significant funding via a special, congressionally-authorized transfer from DoD.23
Barnett himself acknowledges that “the SysAdmin force must grow within . . . the confines
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of the Defense Department,” even while advocating its divestiture “in the not-too-distant
future.”24 His “Department of Everything Else” may in fact represent the desired end
state—but the United States, and the world, require SysAdmin capabilities today.
Unfortunately, even the U.S. military—while possessing the capabilities for such
operations—is generally not structured for them. Needing a brigade for SSTR, one could
get part of what is required with an Army engineer battalion or a Navy construction battalion; but this force might require another unit to purify water, plus a couple of medical
units, a military police unit or two, some civil affairs troops to help the populace reestablish
civil governance—and maybe a few Marines in case things get ugly. Yet no such standing
force exists. Most often, planners have taken that Marine unit or some Army infantry,
bolstered it with a few of the other assets identified, and sent it out.
Sometimes, something has been forgotten—like some armor in Somalia—with
disastrous results. Usually, planners have muddled through,underutilizing the combat
portions of the force for lack of actual combat and overworking the rest, to the point of
having to regularly call on reservists—who then exit the ranks in droves because they,
their families and their employers didn’t anticipate their being gone so much when they
signed up. When these units return, senior leaders, policymakers and the public are
distressed to learn that they are not as proficient at their “real mission” anymore—and
that extended operations in an environment where normal military rules of engagement
might create an international incident have conditioned them to a degree of caution and
second-guessing that is getting them killed in force-on-force exercises.25
Such anecdotal reports are widely familiar and suggest that a structural transformation
is necessary. The rationale is simple: the ad hoc approach of the past made sense when
uniquely humanitarian missions were uncommon and SSTR was an emerging concept of
uncertain relevance—but that concept is now proven and enshrined in doctrine. Even
before 9/11, the military understood it held unique capabilities for such operations,26 and
even critics of these missions saw that they would likely become more common27 and
require specialized units.28
This recognition led to a number of studies and papers, both in the United States and
under the auspices of the United Nations, examining the appropriate composition of
units supporting SSTR. Together with more recent experiences in Operations Enduring
Freedom and Iraqi Freedom—in particular, the success (and limitations) of the Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) concept29—they offer a compelling argument for the
creation of military forces explicitly designed for achievement of the national strategic
objectives of peace and stability (and defense of the homeland) through these means.
Some of this research critiqued past practice through the examination of prior U.S.
operations—for example, in Somalia. Army Brigadier General Raymond Bell used the
oft-cited mismatch of forces there to argue for a standing joint task force (JTF) containing the capabilities—and only the capabilities—required for what he termed “peace
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enforcement [emphasis added].”30 Others argued for a similar approach to avoid “dulling
the edge of the sword” as described earlier.31 Marine Lieutenant Colonel David Walter—
an experienced warfighting battalion commander—noted the destructive tension between
humanitarian and warfighting missions, while acknowledging, “It is not that the military
does [these] operations poorly, that we are entirely ill-suited, or that someone else can do
these more efficiently. But instead it is the continuous competition for time, resources,
and intellectual preparation these divergent missions create—a competition that always
has a winner.”32 To resolve this issue, he recommended creating a “humanitarian assistance response force” dedicated to and designed for these missions—a force which,
interestingly, he referred to as a “new Service.”33
Further support for a force structure approach comes from a rare formal study of the
issue, which surveyed active duty Soldiers from the Army’s 10th Mountain Division and
reserve component (predominately Army National Guard) Soldiers from a specially
constituted “experimental unit sent to the Sinai Desert by the United States in 1995 . . .
to participate in the Multinational Force and Observers (MFO) in support of the Camp
David Accords.” 34
Among the significant findings of this study were majority or plurality views across
both subpopulations that professional Soldiers, not civilians or unarmed forces, should
bear primary responsibility for peacekeeping missions.35 Both groups also agreed that
Soldiers proficient in basic military skills require additional training to be effective
peacekeepers.36
At the same time, views in these groups diverged when they were asked whether
peacekeeping missions were appropriate for their unit, or whether such missions were
more appropriate for military police, with majorities in the active duty infantry unit
either believing that their unit was a poor match for the mission or being undecided,
while majorities in the specialized reserve component unit either felt that the missions
were appropriate for them or were undecided.37 These data strongly suggest that while
Soldiers seem to agree that peacekeeping is a military mission, members of a unit designed
for that purpose are more likely to feel that it is their mission and (having received the
additional training they feel is necessary) to have confidence that they are ready for it.
A final, indirect argument supporting a force structure solution comes from the need
for military forces participating in SSTR to interface reliably and effectively with the variety
of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) likely to be on the scene when they arrive38
. . . and long after they’ve redeployed.39 Opponents of military involvement in these
missions often cite NGO issues in calling for such operations to be civilianized,40 but such
factors are more accurately seen as limitations on the effectiveness of traditional combatant
units drawn from the current force structure—and as requirements for the type of combined
training and decisionmaking frameworks which would be likely to be problematic for
such units.
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For example, the first NATO commander of the Bosnia mission, now-retired General
George Joulwan, “believes that NGOs are willing to come on board as long as they are
included in upper-level decisionmaking.”41 This in itself may be a fairly disturbing thought
when the “upper-level decisionmaking” involved is that of major U.S. combat units. As
NGOs almost by definition claim to adopt a neutral stand toward all parties in a crisis—
and since many of these groups have philosophical roots conflicting with the traditional
mission of military forces42—their presence inside, say, a corps headquarters could be
regarded with dysfunctional (albeit perhaps understandable) suspicion by the military
staff. In contrast, the integration of NGO leaders within the structure and processes of a
military force whose mission, organization and composition clearly speak to creating the
secure, permissive environment that NGOs require to operate effectively and augmenting
their efforts with other capabilities that most of them lack (e.g., heavy transport, engineering and construction) would likely be far less problematic for both NGOs and military
forces alike.43
Force-Structure Options
A range of force-structure options is implied in the above arguments. At one extreme
is merely identifying in advance the forces that would be called upon first to support a
scenario involving SSTR.44 This amounts to a “systematization” of current practice that
would create a matrix of preplanned forces to be deployed under specified circumstances.
At the opposite extreme is Barnett’s ultimate recommendation, “a new cabinet-level
department . . . that bridges the gap between our current Department of War (Defense)
and our de facto Department of Peace (State),”45 or slightly more modestly the creation
of what would amount to a separate military service, complete with a peacetime chain of
command more closely tied to the Department of State than to the Department of
Defense.46 (This latter option draws an analogy to the Coast Guard’s peacetime tie, when
it was written, to the Department of Transportation; it is essentially the force recommended
by the Center for Defense Information47—strengthened by recognition that such a force
belongs within the military during conflict for the reasons already discussed.) Somewhere
in between, we have the “standing JTF” approach48 or perhaps more ambitiously the
creation of a new joint command, similar to U.S. Special Operations Command
(USSOCOM)—including manning with veteran troops who, once qualified, rarely leave
“the community”—but dedicated to SSTR and free from the explicit combat roles
commonly associated with special operations forces.
At the low end, designation of “first-to-respond” forces alone would likely achieve
little. After a decade and a half of expanding involvement in SSTR, planners and decisionmakers (and the units themselves) already know which forces these are with some reliability,
yet this has not resolved the underlying issues discussed here. Furthermore, this approach
does not address the delay in availability or the initial reduced effectiveness associated
with “assembling” a JTF from component units that do not normally work or train together.
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At the high end, creation of a new cabinet-level department or separate service dedicated to SSTR potentially addresses all the issues raised, by ensuring that the organizations
conducting these operations are specially designed for them, that their units are not subject
to the distraction of having to simultaneously be ready for major combat, and that the
warfighters in the existing services are similarly free to concentrate on readiness to fight
and win the nation’s wars without “dulling their edge” on humanitarian operations with
frequently incompatible demands. But like any extreme response, this option carries a
high price—in this case, a resource-intensive, politically vulnerable decision to create a
large new, independent organization . . . and to do so without empirical evidence of its
effectiveness. However strong the arguments favoring a force-structure solution to the
dilemmas of SSTR may be, it should nevertheless be noted that any particular solution
America might adopt at this stage should be viewed as experimental, and its effects
indeterminate; extreme solutions, given this uncertainty of outcome, are rarely advisable.
This leaves the two intermediate options, which are in many ways interchangeable,
differing primarily in the echelon at which the new organization is placed. Both the standing
JTF model49 and the independent joint command model would create a permanent
headquarters element dedicated to SSTR and fenced from other requirements, and (done
properly, as Bell suggests) able to operate in any region of the world. Both would involve
the fundamental change that this discussion suggests is necessary to address the paradoxes
of SSTR in today’s world, and just as important, both would have relatively little direct
impact on the remainder of the force structure while the model was fine-tuned in light of
future lessons learned.
In theory, the independent joint command approach could have greater budgetary
flexibility (and more responsiveness to Congress) as it could be given its own Program
Objective Memorandum (POM) authority, again following the USSOCOM model.
However, if Bell’s standing JTF were made a major task force under USSOCOM, virtually
the same flexibility and responsiveness would be achievable. Essentially, the distinguishing
factor between these options is the degree of importance they explicitly attach to SSTR,
and the confidence they reflect that SSTR will remain a key mission best addressed by an
organization designed for and dedicated to that purpose. In that context, the standing JTF
model might be described as a “cautious” move and the independent joint command
model as an “aggressive” move toward the same goal.
Recommendation
While both options have merit, the strongest arguments appear to favor creation of an
independent joint command for SSTR (for simplicity, henceforth referred to herein as
“USPEACECOM.”). The arguments supporting the establishment of a specialized
organization in the first place—namely, the heavy personnel tempo (PERSTEMPO)50
requirements of SSTR operations today and in the recent past, and the virtual certainty
that the frequency of such operations will remain at least constant in the future,51 plus the
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importance illustrated here of recognizing the inherent conflicts between the demands of
warfighting and the demands of SSTR on the same unit—tip the balance toward a more
aggressive response.
As Operation Iraqi Freedom has clearly reinforced, no proposal for contemporary
U.S. military forces would be complete without considering the role of the reserve component. For USPEACECOM, three mission-based requirements make this especially
critical. First, linguistic and cultural fluency are key factors in the success of SSTR efforts,52
and the requisite numbers of specialists to support large or extended operations in any
conceivable area of the world simply cannot be maintained on active duty.53 Second,
many of the skills demanded by SSTR operations are effectively—perhaps most
effectively—maintained and honed in directly comparable civilian occupations that find
only infrequent use in active duty units (a fact implicitly recognized, for example, in the
proportion of the Army’s civil affairs strength housed in the reserves). Finally, a large and
ready—if infrequently deployed—reserve presence is essential if USPEACECOM is to
be capable of supplying the desired surge capacity for consequence management following
disasters (natural or otherwise) striking the homeland.
It is no less crucial, however, that USPEACECOM resist overreliance on the reserve
components. Its modest size and the nature of the operations it would support guarantee
that its units would be among the most frequently deployed in the force. Thus it must be
built around a robust, active-duty core adequate to these deployments if the adverse
impacts on reserve component readiness and retention discussed earlier are to be avoided.
The specific details of what should go into a “USPEACECOM” are outside the scope
of this discussion, but limited guidance is available in several of the publications cited
herein.54 It should be noted that these documents focus heavily, for obvious reasons, on
ground forces; further consideration of necessary air and sea component contributions—
especially strategic lift—to the proposed independent joint command is urgently needed.
Likewise, detailed discussion of how such an organization should be paid for in a relatively
zero-sum game is deferred to other publications. In some cases (e.g., medical, engineer
or military police units) these requirements could be met by reallocating existing forces
from elsewhere in the services; in others, new units or capabilities may have to be “bought”
with modest reductions in the numbers of (or the degree of technological overmatch
possessed by) traditional forces designed for a Cold War threat that now exists only on a
smaller scale.
For a force that largely remains structured for great-power war, Barnett’s challenge
may appear daunting. But three years after the “shock and awe” of the major combat
phase gave way to post-hostilities chaos in Iraq, and to an insurgency fueled by the
difficulties that conventional U.S. forces had in dealing with that chaos, this seems a small
price (and a wise investment) for the present—to say nothing of the future.
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